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Introduction

-
--
-

So far, the CERN low energy antiproton ring LEAR (Fig. 1) has mainly
1

worked as a duty cycle stretcher . In typical operation, a bunch of, say,

3.10
9

well cooled antiprotons is unstacked from the antiproton accumulator

(AA) once every 75 mlnutes. This bunch is decelerated in the 28 GeV proton

synchrotron (PS) from 3.5 to 0.6 GeV/c. Further deceleration or accelera

tion in LEAR to momenta in the range of 0.1 to 2 GeV/c (deslgn) inter

spersed with stochastic beam cooling on flat tops at different ·strategic·

-- momenta preceed the ultra slow extraction with a continuous spill of one

hour duration. This corresponds to pulse stretching by more than 10
9

where

" on average less than one antiproton per turn leaves the machine.

-
-

--

......

-
Fig. 1: The low energy antiproton ring LEAR
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Statistics of the first three years of operation are summarized in

-
-

Table 1.

TABLE 1 STATISTICS OF FIRST THREE YEARS OF LEAR OPERATIQN -
*YEAR 1983 1984 1985 1986

Total running 800 2000 4000 700 h
time

Total number
I 10

13
of antiprotons 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.1
from AA

Eltracted beam 0.3-0.6 0.2-1.5 0.1-1.7 0.1-1.7 GeV/c
momentum range

Humber of diffe- 2 4 21 10rent momenta

Run in parallel no no yes no
with SPS collider (68 days) (so far)

--

-
-
-

t March and April only

....
As wil have heard in K. Kilian's presentation 2 17 elperi.ents,

involving some 500 collaborators from more than 50 different institutions -have taten data (including 10lle 40 participant. frail 10 different

universities and laboratories in the USA) . Up to three uSlrs can receive

beam simultaneously when the two Iplitter magnets installed in the elternal

beam lines are operated.

The future experiments described in R. Landua's talk 3 and even some

of the present apparatus make a further improvement of the stretcher mode

and a redesign of the experimental area desirable. This will be the subject

of the first part of our presentation. In part II, we want to discuss a

number of options which have been foreseen in the design or e.erged during

operation of LEAR. The.e options use internal targets or colliding or co

rotating beams rather than extracted antiprotons.

Finally, we shall briefly discuss a 7 GeV/c antiproton storage ring

for charmonium and bottonium physics to which only soae modest design

effort has been devoted so far.

-
-
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1. IMprove.ents of the stretcher Mode

1.1 Machine

Some basic Machine paraMeters. their design value, the achieved

perforMance and the iMproveMents aiMed at within the next few years are

given in Table 2. A few COMMents are in order here.

At mOMenta above 1.7 GeV/c. the ~achine is presently liMited by the

sextupole strength available. We recall that sextupolar correction is

necessary to tune the chroMaticity (~ = ~Q/Q/~P/p) close to 0.6 for the

horizontal and to 0 for the vertical betatron oscillation and to excite the

extraction resonance lQ
h
= 7. Both .easures are essential for the ultra-

4
slow extraction

71

To achieve the required strength (k' 2 ..- 3 )

up to 2 GeV/c the water cooling circuit and the ventilation of the air

cored sextupoles installed in LEAR have to be re-inforced.

-- TABLE 2 IMPROVEMENT OF STRETCHER MODE

-
-

-

Para.eter Design Achieved Planned

MaxiMuM MOMentuM 2 1.7 2 GeV/c

MiniMum .oMentuM 0.1 0.105 0.06 (0.02) GeV/c

Overall transfer efficiency (70) 20-40 SO-70 7-

Pbar flux during spill lE6 1-SES >1E6 pbarls

Spill length 0.2S 1 (S) S hours

Spill duty factor 90 70 80-90 7.

Stochastic cooling tiMe* 2 Min l Min 1-2 Min

TiMe for MOMentuM - >2h few Minutes
, scanning step

* at 600 MeV/c and 4 x 109 P.

The lower MOMentuM liMit. 100 MeVlc, has essentially been achieved

although the stability of the lIain and the correction power supplies is

crItical at this low .0MentuM. Yet the future experi.ents PS189 5 and

PS200 6 which call for antiprotons "at rest" Make Mo.enta below 100 MeV/c
A

( : 5.5 MeV kinetic energy) desirable.
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A fast extracted beam of high density is required for post

deceleration in an RF quadrupole linac 6 1 as foreseen by the LANL-PISA

collaboration (PS 200). Great savings on the RFQ are possible when the LEAR

extraction can be at 60 MeV/c (~ 2 MeV kinetic) instead of 100 MeV/c. The
5

experiMent PS189 calls for a 100 M. pulse of antiprotons at 20 "eV/c

(~ 200 keV kinetic). Such a beaM length is beyond the technology of pulsed

RfQ's and would need a device practically as expensive as a "dc RFO". On

the other hand, PS189 needs only relatively SMall intensity, so that the

core of a "reduced perforMance beam" May suffice. There is hope that with

decelerating down to 20 MeV/c in LEAR, a 100 .s spill usable for PS189 can

be obtained. ...
In addition to low MOMentUM, these experiMents need special

extraction: either "fast resonant" for the 100 .s spill or single turn

kicker extraction for the RFO of PS200. In fact, for PS200, it will be

advantageous to break up the beaM into a nUMber of bunches and eject one

bunch a time. As an exaMple, 8 bunches with a length of 258 ns and a ...
bunching factor (bunch length/bunch distance) of 1/2 seeM obtainable at

60 MeV/c by running the RF at 2 MHz (harMonic 8 of the revolution at

60 MeV/c), which is well in the range of working frequencies of the normal

RF systeM.

Synchronisation of the kicker flat-top, rise and fall to the bunch and

the interbunch gaps will perMit to kick single bunches in an efficient way.

Similar techniques of fast extraction possibly at 100 MeV/c or higher are

also required for the other p- trapping experiMent PS196 B which uses a

degrader rather than an RFQ for post-deceleration.

A fast extraction systeM eMploying a kicker and the sa.e Magnetic

septum also used for resonant ejection is installed and has been used for

diagnostic purposes during Machine studies. However, the acceptance of the

extraction channel (Ah = 5 W MM.mrad) is small, so that only well cooled
beams can be ejected efficiently.

Another paraMeter, probably the Most delicate one at the MOMent, is

the overall p-transfer effici~ncy frOM AA to LEAR users. As losses occur at

various stages in AA, PS, LEAR and in the transfer lines, work has to go

into all these areas.

...
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A critical point is the PS-LEAR transfer where up to 501 beam is lost

when the emittances from the AA are large () 2 • am-mrad at 3.5 GeV/c) or

when the PS ejects with an error in angle or position. A number of beam

position monitors will be installed in the line for better diagnosis and

probably part of the line will have to be rebuilt. Further, the ultraslow

extraction is delicate in the presence of beam position fluctuations and

tune ripple and in the presence of parasitic high order resonances. More

than 801 extraction efficiencv has been obtained at high momentum but with

the present supplies it is hard - if not impossible - to achieve this

performance at low momentum.

Finallv, some losses occur during deceleration because the orbit

steering is difficult with the present set unipolar power supplies for the

correction dipoles. Imperfect orbit control leads to loss, especially when

the beam is insufficiently cooled. At present, one has to compromise

between the steering during deceleration and the orbit bumps necessarv

during extraction. These two requirements frequently demand opposite

polaritv of the dipoles.

- As to the spill length. extraction times of 1 hour are now used

routinely, except at Iloaenta below 0.2 GeV/c where the beam lifetime is

--- short. At energies above 0.6 GeV/c, spills of up to 4.5 hours have been

used occasionallv, an example is illustrated in Fig. 2. But at 100 MeV/c,

the useful length was limited to about 15 min. Non-linear betatron

resonances are probablv responsible for the beam decay, which is faster

than expected from interaction with the residual gas or from intra-beam

scattering. By compensating these resonances and by careful control of the

working point, one hopes to achieve operationally good spills of 5 hours at

higher momenta and of up to 1 hour at 100 MeV/c.

It is not the place here to describe the LEAR cooling svstem 9 in

detail. Let us just recall that beam cooling is necessary to avoid loss due

to the adiabatic emittance increase during deceleration and to aake high

quality beams available for special experiments. At present, only

stochastic cooling is used. The electron cooler 10 developed by a KfK

Karlsruhe (Germany]-CERR collaboration is planned to be installed early

next year. A ·fixed energy· stochastic cooling system (horizontal, vertical



Fig. 2: exaMples of a "LEAR" spill

b) --
--

a) NUMber of particles per second recorded by the users group
PS172 during a 4.5 h spill froM LEAR at 700 "eV/c on
DeceMber 13, 1985. The horizontal scale is 10 Min/div.
the vertical ]0.000 P per second/dive After about two
hours, the extraction was interupted at the request of the
users who had to recondition a target. The reMaining beaM
was kept circulating and extraction restarted when the
target was ready. About an hour later, the spill was inter
rupted a second tiMe and the RF noise used to diffuse
particles into the lQ = 7 extraction resonance was re
adjusted to prevent the flux frOM exceeding 150.000 p per
second, the saturation level of the experiMent.

-
-

b) Three normal 1 hour spills (vertical scale 50.000 p per
second/div.).

-
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In each step, emittances are

"restored" to, say, 10 1f _.Mrad and dp/p = 10- 3 with about 5 Minutes
9 -cooling at intensities up to 4 x 10 p. Adjustment to the different beam

velocities is perforMed, using "coaxial relays" to com.ute between

different preadjusted cooling loops which use the saMe pick-ups and

and longitudinal)

(injection) , 309

kickers.

In addition, a second set of "synthesized systeMS" with Much longer

cooling tiMe constants is used to keep the beam in shape during extraction.

This systeM can in principle be adjusted to all momenta. Both for the

fixed and synthesized systeMS signal to noise probleMS occur at low beaM

velocity as all beaM signals decrease with~. In addition, relatively low

bandwidth has to be used at low energy to avoid excessive Mixing of the

beam saMples.

-
-

To improve the situation, special low noise cryogenic aMplifiers are

being developed working in the 1 to 100 MHz range. In addltion, the

III
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"normal" pick-ups will be connected in series at low momentum to support a

travelling wave with the velocity of the beam particles and special helix

type sum and difference pick-ups are under study. These Measures should

permit cooling at 100 MeV/c and below with tiMe constants of the order of a

few Minutes.

Last but not least. it is desirable to speed up the MOMentuM scanning

procedure. At present, each change of extraction energy needs at least 2

hours and 109 antiprotons to be implemented and tested. By improved

software and by the use of function generators, which permit adjustment

during the course of a cycle, considerable gains are hoped for.

To iMplement these iMproveMents, a "consolidation progra_e" has been

established. It extends over the next two years and cOMprises aMongst

other things:

iMprovement of power supplies;

extension of the controls system;

work on the RF systeM;

upgrade of the stochastic cooling;

installation of electron cooling;

iMprovement of the diagnostic system;

further iMprovement of the vaCUUM (frOM 2 to 1*10-
12 Torr).

Notice that these iMproveMents are necessitated by experiments which

are already approved.

1.2 Experimental areas

The present area has been in use for nearly three years (July 1983

April 1986). Data taking of Most of the 16 experiMents actually on the

floor will be finished at the end of August 1986, when the upgrading of the

CERN antiproton source will start. During this shutdown, we plan to modify

the LEAR area, to diSMantle most of the first generation experiments and to

Install new experlments which are being discussed at the moment. We hope to

be ready to restart antiproton physics in autUMn 1987.

The layout of the present area has been described elsewhere (see for

1 d · 11examp e the procee Ings of the Second LEAR Workshop ). A plan is

reproduced in Fig. l for convenience. Fig. 4 shows a possible new layout

75
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Fig.

LEAR 70.77&.0,.~

3: The LEAR experiMental area - Present situation
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Fig. 4: Project of the LEAR experiMental area after the start
of ACOL
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which is presently being discussed. Rather drastical aodifications are

required. The total area (PS South Hall) occupied rellains about 1900 .2 and

the number of separated areas is 6 again. But the following changes are

necessary:

possibility to use the ·neutral line· from the straight section 1 of

LEAR (studies of protoniua, etc.);

possibility to install larger experiments and to test them with a

better flexibility (use of 3 splitter aagnets instead of 2 in the

- actual layout) :

possibility to feed one area with very low energy antiprotons-
-
-
-

(p < 20 MeV/c).

Seven new experiments are already accepted: a few of thea are

indicated on Fig. 1. Others will certainly be approved in the coming

months. The final layout can only be determined thereafter.

2. Future options

Future options using

beams have been discussed

internal

in detail

targets

at the

or colliding or co-rotating

Third LEAR Workshop 12

Provisions made in the design of LEAR to implement the corresponding

equip.ent are sketched in Fig. 5. The options include:

A gas jet target.

Installed in straight section 2 of LEAR, it will be used very efficiently

in conjunction with stochastic andlor electron cooling of the circulating

p beam. Such a thin target would parmit high resolution and highest pos

sible IUllinosity achievable in continuous operation:

(1)
dl/dt

L =-0--
t

( -2 -1)ca s

--
-

where a useful p production rate dN/dt = 106 /s and a total cross-section 0

= 100 IIblP inversely proportional to particle velocity p = vic has been
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Fig. 5: Provisions for future options in the layout of LEAR

-
taken. The assumption is that the beaa decay rate due to this total cross

section is matched to the production rate. The figure of 100 mb/~ implies

that only strong interactions occur and that the undesired beam heating due

to multiple- and the loss due to single large angle Coulomb scattering are

compensated by a strong enough cooling system and by a special -low beta

optics·, which increases the angular acceptance at the target position. A

proposal 13 to install into LEAR the gas target previously used in the ISR

has been submitted to the PSCC coaaittee which recoamends priorities for

LEAR experiments.
-
-

Antiproton and negatiye hydrogen beams co-rotating in LEAB.

The aim is to form highly excited state. of protonium in flight 14. Th,

formation cross-section 15 for this Auger-process is of the order of
Sx10- 16 cm2 , so that 10S -106 protonium atoms per second will be formed. -
About 1/9 of them will merge into each of the neutral beam exit tubes

attached to the LEAR straight

occurs for a window 0.5 x 10- 14 ,

sections. Notice that the formation only

Av/c , 2 x 10- 4 of relative p H-
-

velocities and that various H- stripping mechanisms have two to three

orders of magnitude higher probability. Even under the best conditions,

some h~dred times more He than protonium will merge into the neutral beam

lines.
-
...
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Proton-antiproton colliding beaMs.
16

The aim is to extend the c .•. energy into the charmonium range . As in

most colliders, the ultiMate luminosity limit is determined by the non

linear detuning of the beam by the space-charge field of the other beaM

("beam-beam effect"). Admitting a linear detuning AQ = 5 x 10- 3
• a bunch

length (and a low beta) of 5 m and 5 x 10
11 p circulating, the luminosity

29 -2-1
limit at 2 GeV/c is about 1.5 x 10 cm s i.e. only 17. of the flux limit

(1) attainable with an internal target. This naturally leads to the idea

to do the charmonium spectroscopy in a higher energy (]-7 GeV/c) storage

ring with a hydrogen jet target.

3. Super-LEAR

Several groups have expressed interest in a high lUMinosity antiproton

storage ring covering the range of. 2 to 7 GeV/c of circulating beam

momenta. Such a ring should permit precision .easure.ents in the charmonium

range when internal hydrogen targets are employed and in the botonium range

when p-p colliding beaMS are used.

High luminosity is most efficiently reached in a SMall ring where par

ticles make many turns per second. The tentative design of a compact 120 m

circuMference ring (called Super-LEAR or SLEAR) which uses super
11conducting magnets was presented at the Third LEAR Workshop Assuming

·1-a flux of 10 pIs (as hoped for after improvement of the CERN p source

by the addition of the collector ring ACOL in 1987), the flux limited

LUMinosity (1) is

( 2 ) -2 -1cm s

-

With an internal target conditions, close to this limit can in principle be
1 7reached by judicious choice of target thickness and filling cycle (e.g.

12 - 5transfers of 10 p every 10 s together with a matched target with nd :
13 . 2" -10 24.10 H atoms/cm : 0.7 x 10 g/cm).

For the colliding beams, various intensity and density limitations enter

into play. Probably most limiting again is the' bea.-bea. effect which

(assuming a 1 m long bu~ch with 1012 p and admitting a linear detuning of 5

)( 10- 3 ) liMits the lUMinosity to 3 )( 10- 30 c.- 2s-1 .



With strong phase-space cooling, larger detuning and hence higher

luminosity May be obtainable but it seeMS hard to approach the flux limit

80

(2) with colliding beaMs. More details are given in ref. 17. Notice from

-
-

Fig. 6 that with the addition SlEAR p-p centre of Mass energies available

at CERN would cover the full range froM alMost rest to 600 GeV.

COLLIOER:
2 SLEAR 1

LEAR r'UZOllmaalA
r- ---,.._---~

15 50 SPS 300 400GtV~C.:=:::-,r:-----......:.r':J
-
-

FIXED TARGET:

1 10

100 4S0G~/c
c:::::J

SPS
Ean.

I •1000GeV -
Fig. 6: Centre of .ass energies available with p+p

CONCLUSIONS

1. The very high demand for LEAR beaM makes iMprovements of the stretcher

Mode as well as new types of operation desirable.

-
-
-
....

2.

3.

The iMproveMents should perMit: higher flux, faster setting-up and

MOMentuM scanning, an even longer and smoother spill and mOMenta below

the design MiniMUM. A redesign of the experimental areas and lines is

necessary to accoModate the new experiments in an efficient way.

Options involving internal targets and/or co-rotating or colliding

beams will perMit to take full advantage of the high quality

circulating beaM.

-
-
-
-

4. Postdeceleration after LEAR will provide cool beaMS of p's "at rest".

5. Despite all these iMproveMents it will be difficult to Meet the

deMands of en ever growing co.-unity with just one LEAR.

/ .

-

..
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